My darling wife,

The Camp scene was so

First night was fine - scattered Moon

Held a Tomtike - 30 Incline Doctors on Door

To a Cheyenne Pinned First Typo - Coriolis Hills.

And the Cheyennes Color in with big shell

Came back in a String - I went all the way

Hill and saw the Cheyenne what it was -

In the Medicine Stood was brought us and

Smoked all day - The Walsh was with

them - this was direct of anything in that

sky of a full - Laid down at Dan Caleb's

Journey the Deeds - was taken down

Below for Service - Hard not even -

I knew me how since the

Keys are gone all right - I enclose three

Dollar - Assot letter -

Griff [illegible] Much Love [illegible]
My dear Wife - Handkerchief of flannel - dry and
light - in case they are wanted soon - about
unknit stings - and over the valley by one
and keep - then knelt beside Benny
not believe there is anything wrong this
day at that - it is all right - don't come
an invitation said - - Zola how.
Neck
All lunch at facts - and also Shady's to
June 6th. Will write the afternoon - from
this telephone. Mr. White came in - bringing
some new hints of an other view of the relations
about where my relations -
Elmore
My dear Mr. Huxley,

I am a long the

The Prime Minister Boiled the Report

To the

Yours sincerely,

June 1876

[Signature]
and no mail— Last night was intensely dark but clear.

I am very tired of these Indians as they will not settle to the ground. Their feet itch the back matter along the line with several close attacks on each and some of the humane allies without horses do come across the Indians.

Wichard Martin today the was asked with the husbands and refused to come in when I got for the horses.

Next morning left

James Louis

[Signature]
My darling Wife

Wish I knew but at what distances
all correct - act mountain or 4 miles
this mountain - and two single horse - both horses. This will some程s
about so much - as they are obtained
from 4 to 10 days - each. I sat with it about
a few drops and it threatened this afternoon.
I attempted without success. Request
this evening of a few Indians to that
set to归纳 forth - all equal further.
without delay or - come out all the
washing yesterday and the Mormon does are
acting - breaking - I cannot do this or some
that know what to write in regard to
future - as all as been the present. As
quilt as may be - are losing in these
and cover me - please.
June 10th 86

My dearest wife, 

Tours of the 10th Ame. 

...Nothing to report in way of news, 

Another Shorting Scratch below this 

...Reiner, et Resinana, et Resinana. Reiner, 

...Not acquainted,

Mr. Davis, Col. Goldfinger the 

best man I find, kicked up so much 

...it is how immoral were killed the, 

...process for his money and that 

...call in a partnership between 

...so it goes. The foibles and 

...values, and 

...any interests. I found walking 

...in the paper of confirmed news. 

Raelen a little today - a few charts.

Well... Mary Keeler,

Your loving friend,

Mary Keeler
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The 14th July

Wife,

Here am I this morning of the 14th July, 1876. I have seen the world of trouble and distress, but here am I, a man, enjoying life in consequence of the kind care and attention of you and the Mocking Birds in a warm day. All doing well. Weather about the same as when I left, no signs of more rain. The fields in good condition.

The staff at home and for to come but the warm and dry weather is not good for anything.

With love and esteem,

{Signature}
When we could not have seen this letter, 

Mail, you will write them of course and 

Hope to write you. I will you. I will not write 

With God's help. I have been in 4 days gone 

Shaken and taken care of very well in 

Hope to write them. I will not write. I will 

from now on. 

The days have been very hot. I have nothing to do. As it is the 

In the warm land. Much in the warm land and 

much to do. 

Much, much to do. I am not used to this weather. I am not 

used to this. I am not used to this. I am not used to this. I am not 

used to this. I am not used to this.
June 15th 1866

My dear sister,

There is a bill enclosed. Come
next week. Our cabin comes by Lewis.

Half the time. Junes of 14. Am. I hear this. We came very much south
with whiskey men. On of them will
Come to go tomorrow. I can not want
these officers. I hope they keep
life. We are among the blacks very
well, and at little expense and we
are able to get licorine, etc. I started
in to get beef and butter from Williams
but the people there do not understand. It
will orders with any regularity.

I do not know at all. The sale
of the government is considerable. Then
if people has rented for 1000 a year
the development. The property has already
begun. I do not believe it. However, that he
has not gotten anything like that amount.
However, as it goes, nobody can be
alone at present. We must wait.
I'm doing something on the future because I can't alone to shake their little but while
the skater is alive—everything
shall not affect anything
here for some little while—i the
way of excitement the weather is
completely off as very hard by every
one who comes from the Valley.

With Sincerely,

[Signature]
My dearest Wife,

Two letters from Mr. Wellington - I received a note from Mr. Wellington, it seems that his mind is delicate on us. He is a very sickly fellow.

Away with it - The Letter is going to set on a big stone - and I am very much worried about the news.

But if you go to Washington - keep a journal - let me know when I can be present.

The weather is intensely hot. We drink and eat little. Meanwhile, the days are long. Hope in - here is no relief of any sort. Not even summer. The Command of good health so far - despite the heat.

I am writing to the Governor of this monster - and hope to be heard. Sincerely,
June 19th 86

My Dear Wife

June 19th 86

Dearest Lord, we need to get away
so soon the weather must be intolerable
then - it is warmer here - but pleasant.

Down in the valley it must be frightful.

Well - I leave thee little note in
my room - and letter to Esther in my
gap every morning. The letter must be
to go with the 18th Dr. - After he's
home - where they go - the drift.

as is a fine 34 in February 15, set-go.

The Cleveland - for Cleveland
must be up on a flight - and Hadding
Jenny. The news of Indians - what can
I get any. Do not fail to let me know
positively when you will start. Ed what
home - so I am not sure - we at that
moment. Don't Ed Andrews in

With love always,

John
June 1898

My dear Mrs. wife

The night of the 20th I called on all well wishes send you back in time. I was unable to send to the Meekfielders. I did not call on them except one house.

The best others that I wrote about have been answered but not the Meinholds. I am selling a lot of books of which I have not sold enough to travel. Also a collection of eggs of work for Joe Blackie - the news from the President. Include letter from Leffter - the trees to be in another. Sorry thousand thanks for the kind. Good night.
My dear Mr. [illegible],

June 12, 1882

Dear Sir,

It is with a certain sympathy for the present that I think of waiting. I am on to school, and that we will settle here to James. The President, the "Uncle Sam," have kindly done all they can to the end. She is left in this difficult service. Cassie is the brightest one in the family, and I think she has improved greatly. I think she should have a show for a card to show the rest of the town. It is important with the news of any interest.

I am a short letter from Malabon. He is confined in San Isidro, where he has been sick for about a week. He is in bed, and the doctors are doing their best for him. He is very weak, and I am afraid he will not recover. I hope you will not be too much disturbed by these letters. I am very much interested in your family, and I hope you will receive this letter with all good wishes.

Yours truly,
[Illegible]
as usual looks more fieldless.

The hordes in Camp are about over—
all gone? I am trying to fill more tides
but they seem to die in hand as fast as

as I write,

did not occur the natives set
expecting that illustrated things were very
interesting. No rain. I hear all despair
if absent know but we will have
to move in a month. More on that
account. I have just all my worst clothes
among 25. A picture of the oldest ones
have a shirt on that has 20 holes in
it—underwear. 36 socks. 14—Rents 4
drawers. I hardly seem enough nevertheless.
No use for collars. Cuffs our health. In just
no use for anything except shoes. All else
permanently only

Billy came today. Coming 2 more.

out been downed for a week.

All serve—

I long for our home.

Love him. As ever.

[Signature]
Darling Wife,

Your 8th letter has been received—
Miss Washin's letter is as usual kindness and love, as she appears to be. Her inclusion for me—she is a very good old soul—but has not the enterprise which is necessary. Quite.

Fred radically, would not object to a visit to Arizona. I think you could find him one, but it is not preferable. The weather is getting warm and the altitude affects me quite seriously in the mornings and afternoons. I took my face a dozen times a day to keep up the moisture, nothing to do but write—write write. Am getting entirely used to it—will still check it with a half cold of discomfort today. The sun in July blast—set from 6 to 8 in the morning and 13 and away—will soon begin to set back the thermometer. Notice of two already read—letters were write.

Regard to Mrs. A

Don't forget to send address in advance.
Camp June 8th

To: My dear wife,

Another letter and more of the same.

Of late the water in Cliffs is more rapid than ever; please watch it well, we may have to climb up over a ridge if necessary. It is clear, however, that we will have to move somewhere else next month.

Remember this Febberwood boot will do as Camp - it is just a little Muckholme near Callers standing in front of the same ridge. You can hear them falling on the ridge. We shall be safe in the mountain if things are calm. Don't know what the stockmen will do as there are many places where the Callers would be safe in the camp. The water is another thing. We will almost find one with water and far away from the Cliffs. If the water is another one will have to be set up. The stockmen say they do not increase this.
flow of water in the springs until that
bad weather is over - and everything
becomes submerged I write
To Carie today and told her to go on
to school - first the planning an accounts
from her securities and also selling
off paper. Afterward if the money is
all gone. Write her that we would
see her through. The poor girl is not,
in a pleasant situation and her care
there seems to be in hand. Later on
while she can come to us. When we
are settled down the will be attractive
to the gentle girl who will be convenient
for you. Write to her and give her
your sentiments. I asked her to send me
the name of the Reverend Judge R. of
her friends in Boston. Then addressed a
Millstone I think to be addressed at
Boston. That Olin's writing an letter
for me. No news.

With love always -
Your Child Irene
Camp June 22nd

My dear Sir,

Three letters from you 19th, 22nd & 24th have been read and re-read. The news is that you are back in New York. There are two new Mills left but they are under control. All the men are content. Everything there is as they left it.

We are leaving July 1st. We shall be gone another three months. It is as bad that we do not eat much. Our Spring is very wet. We will all be well then.

Send you a cheque 28.00.

Already understand all the men,

Yours lovingly,

[Signature]

Will arrive Monday and put back letters.

Write more this letter.
My dear wife,

Send you a check for $200 in morning. Mail it will send.

Some more about July 30th:

Am getting terribly tired of this mining

hope they will send us somewhere else soon. Have applied for

most of the men at Lowell. The

Navajos is now 65 strong Present and

absent — two more than allowed. All

right however as are as 1593 for moter

Desertor at Alcatraz this other blanket

who will be discharged for this heart

ailment in a few days. Now will

I can learn the Report of the War.

A month with the Apaches is past

these age as told one Sergeant

The western are supposed here to be

about 30 miles South of Florence

ci the Mountains East far from Santa

Francisco. Santa is White there and

others also. I write to Millie, etc.
Meet you at the train tomorrow and we'll find time word when you will start from Wexford. Please be worried about going back - it is only a few
hours difference in that in any event
Another in the way of distance is
degradation all the same - But he
but it will mean and it is better for
you to be confirmed and in place.
Create this business must. Make
the business - Yet when it does
will close with a rush - Why is
the room expense of maintaining at
Many broken in the field. The body then
[unreadable]
[unreadable]
[unreadable]
Have gotten some recent letters
all last, and from Shanghai Envelopes
It is as hot that we have found all
the deckers here - And this end of
the building is full of officers
who I wish you could see them.
I was a day or two before we go
on North - And you both understand
It would be a chance - And a rest
in North - Kindly let me know.

[signature]
In Camp, June 03, 1917

My darling wife,

Well, let's talk. I have been thinking about you a lot. The weather has been very cloudy and rainy. Every day I walk to town to check if I can catch a fish, but I can't. The water is not cold enough. Instead, I've been busy building a shelter. I'm not afraid. I'm careful now. I always check the water and then let it down. It is not safe to do so. I'll continue to write to Elsie until you can change your address. Have a well to fill your cup, but no water yet. I'm afraid I will have to move or account for it. In the meantime, I should be able to get a supply of water when the council goes. As the water is drying up everywhere else as fast as here. Some of the wood camps in the mountains are being abandoned on that account. Already, have to dig Mockingbird well - no more alive but he is out of danger. Also a blue bird and an owl. Both doing well. The family has to work out a hole in the creek - we have to carry water from the spring to Mockingbird Camp. Next year 2.5" check lane at 30 ft.
June 24th

My darling wife,

I send you enclosed a letter from Montana - also another.

Your present clothes are about 200 lbs. in weight, and require careful attention.

The climate here is hot and dry. The streets are not adapted to them. It is a place for

Maclean's old clothes but it is indefinite. I shall not bring any

as they are lighter than these. Some home clothing

by some Mathews about 4000 lbs. is to be brought here.

Present - don't let on at all - as if you were coming at once. The idea

of a peace offering - it did not send to write to them and they have

begun to be rich. When it is too late - the time. Mention that Mathews first

will be lost. Enough then 40 - or - then. Maclean's old ones will do to

Miss a few miles North of no other.
And several Columbia -

The None of Gero Coles - and all -

Catching your own -

If it is not convenient and if

the others can hear the little - arrange to

days over in their class. Dr. Winning

who. I will send the and get Atlas

Spring wasn't to bring you down to

and the English. Here will be a change

from those of El Paso. As they are quite

pleasant - will there is nothing need to

then. Of you have times - of course they

will be the first to which your -

I want particularly to see Miss Shepherd

And the little girl. And will have

some books for you to take back. If

they do not to continue to do it. I will

get you some others - and especially

Another one of the other birds daily

Will you want some for your keeping -

S cocos

Sincerely

[Signature]
My Darling wife,

I send you enclosed

Cable from Milliman - which will

explain itself -

The Colonels Whelan - who

does to The成型

Report of fight with Mucum

On the 12th Dec. One Mucum

Killed and Mucum - Girl Referred

Not confirmed - Nothing done over

and all quiet here -

No confirmations whatever

Gen. Armor and General Custer

Right much interested me earlier for this thing -

Yours

[Signature]
June 1926

Dear Wife,

I did not expect our Tuesday leaves
that you wereavana...to the joy of your
Christman. I feel a pleasure...in that I
now know their letters. They will probably
be in consequence of things...after you get a
letter from me. Remember to write
that I write care...he is leaving your address. I went to...the Red
Office today and found affluence
among the...from his home. That
there is a telegram from Mr. De Witt
asking them to hold a job there for
you. And that they have...coming.

By the front door from James' home.

And proceed to send the

From Denver. It is colder so
All right. I'm feeling well. I'll
be back (sisters) till later. Love. You.
Remember to get to Angel Island
on the 85

Dear Mrs. Burlingame

I am writing to express my concern about the change of management at the school. This is a major decision that has implications for the future of the school.

May I suggest that a careful decision be made, with the best interests of the students in mind.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

P.S. I hope to hear from you soon.